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Emerald has invested in a major
new programme of academic and
professional books publishing
Emerald has published books since 2007. With a portfolio of more than
2,500 books, and over 150 new titles publishing each year, we provide high
quality, cutting-edge research across a range of subjects.
Emerald has invested in a major new programme of academic and
professional publishing designed to bring the very latest ideas and
approaches to global universities, researchers, students and practitioners.
Our books add depth to research and learning, featuring ground-breaking
research, case studies and advice from global thought leaders, helping to
drive change in their field.

Book Series and Serials
In 2007 Emerald Publishing acquired a collection of book series,
strengthening our expansion into book publishing and the field of social
sciences.
These book series and serials formed the cornerstone of Emerald’s book
portfolio, featuring a wide range of notable, well established titles for
scholars, academics, researchers and professionals.
Providing more in-depth and comprehensive analysis than found in
academic journals, the series add depth to research and learning.

Book Series and Serials
Emerald Publishing has grown the books programme, publishing more
standalone titles outside of the serials and in 2016 we launched a new
books publishing programme, with the intention to grow the portfolio
considerably.
The eBook Collections contain scholarly monographs, edited collections,
handbooks and professional texts and now include our complete books
publishing programme, in addition to series.

eBook Collections

Business, Management &
Economics eBook Collection
Demonstrating measurable research impact,
Emerald Business, Management and Economics
eBook Collection is a fast growing portfolio that
contains over 1150 monographs, edited
collections, handbooks and professional texts
and includes our complete books publishing
programme, in addition to series.
Featuring high impact and topical research,
these titles offer an in-depth and
comprehensive analysis of the subject areas.
High profile, international authors deliver
cutting-edge, cross-disciplinary research in
Business, Management and Economics.

Accounting, Finance &
Economics

418 eBooks spanning

a wide range of
topics, this eBook collection serves the
academic and professional research
communities in Accounting, Finance &
Economics.
Authors are drawn from leading
organizations worldwide, including; The
University of Illinois (USA), New York
University(USA) and Rice University
(USA).

Business, Management &
Strategy

218 eBooks in this Business,

Management
and Strategy eBook Collection, including
titles from renowned scholars, drawn from
leading organisations such as University of
Toronto (Canada), Kings College London
(UK) and Erasmus University (Netherlands).
Key topics covered include strategic
management, innovation and economic
growth, corporate social responsibility and
social media in management.

HR, Learning & Organization
Studies

173 eBooks featuring topical research

and in-depth analysis of the HR, Learning
& Organization Studies subject area.
This eBook collection covers a wide range
of topics including; cultural ergonomics,
labour relations, organizational
psychology and behaviour, emotions and
ethics and gender issues.

Library Studies

65 eBooks in the Library Studies eBook
Collection provide in-depth and
comprehensive analysis, making it an
essential resource for information
researchers, educators, librarians and
students.

The collection offers over 25 years of
international research studies on key
topics such as information science,
organizational theory, innovation,
information behaviour and management
and leadership.

Marketing

54 eBooks in the Marketing eBook

Collection include titles from renowned
scholars, drawn from leading organisations
such as The Kellogg School of Management
at Northwestern University (USA), MIT
Sloan School of Management (USA) and
Babson College (USA).

Key topics covered in this collection include,
product innovation, buyer behaviour,
entrepreneurship, consumer culture theory
and marketing research.

Public Policy & Environmental
Management

93 eBooks in this collection

offer cuttingedge and forward-thinking research in
Public Policy & Environmental Management.
This Collection covers a wide range of key
topics including risk management, conflict
management, public policy analysis,
climate change modelling and economics.

Tourism & Hospitality
Management

31 eBooks in the Tourism & Hospitality

Management eBook collection feature a
range of notable, well established titles
for scholars, academics, researchers and
professionals.
Key topics covered within the collection
include, tourism branding, policy and
governance, destination management,
social media and global issues and
trends.

Sociology

350 eBooks in the Sociology

eBook Collection
contain contributions from leading worldwide
institutions, including Harvard University (USA),
University of Oxford (UK) and New York
University (USA).
The collection covers major topics across the
Sociology discipline, with contributions from
recognised and influential authors in the field.

Education

213 eBooks with some

of the best research in
the field, our Education eBook Collection realize
international developments across a variety of
topical themes.
Titles derive from leading scholars, based at
global institutions, such as University of Michigan
(USA) and Washington University in St Louis
(USA).

Transport eBook Collection

47

eBooks, spanning a wide range of
transport disciplines. Several titles are
featured in the book citation index, and
contributions from leading global experts.
This collection provides an essential resource
for universities, government departments and
ministries, research centres and other
organizations focusing on transportation.

Features and Benefits

Emerald Case Studies
Challenge students with authentic case studies
from mature and emerging markets

http://www.emeraldinsight.com/page/casestudies

Case studies provide students with
simulated decision making experience
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Management education prepares and refines students’ abilities to make more considered
decisions, often with incomplete information and increased complexity. Well-researched
case studies designed to facilitate robust managerial analysis and debate are therefore
important educational tools. Teaching through the case method has been shown to
increase student engagement, encourage collaboration and reflection, and importantly
application of learning.
Dr. Michael Goldman, Assistant Professor, University of San Francisco, USA

Emerald has published case
studies for use in teaching since
2011

Emerging Markets Case
Studies

Local insight with global relevance
Arm graduates with authentic examples of
organisational challenges within emerging
markets, and inspire strategies designed to
tackle business problems of the future. This
collection introduces captivating commercial
scenarios, authored by academics specialising
in developing economies.

The CASE Journal

The official journal of the CASE Association
Present students with a modern interpretation of
discussion based teaching, and equip the next
generation of business professionals with the
acumen to solve strategic problems in enterprise.
This double-blind, peer-reviewed collection is
endorsed by The CASE Association, who nurture
authors to craft quality case research, and promote
case studies as the catalyst for powerful classroom
discussion.

Emerging Markets Case Studies authors
work in or with developing economies

Emerging Markets Case Studies
Launched in 2011 by Emerald Publishing
A collection of peer-reviewed teaching cases focusing on business decision
making and management development through key emerging markets.
Cases are written by authors working in or closely with developing
economies, offering local perspective with global appeal.

Includes c500 Case Studies.
Emerald Emerging Markets Case Studies provides
well-researched, instructive, and multimedia online
cases about organizational challenges within developing
economies and inspires strategies designed to tackle the
business problems of the future.
Available by subscription with perpetual access to the
content published during the subscription period.

A modern interpretation of discussion based
teaching, endorsed by The CASE Association

The Case Journal
Launched in 2004 and published by Emerald since 2012
The official journal of The CASE Association, who nurture authors
to craft quality case research.
TCJ is the leading, online, double-blind, peer-reviewed journal featuring
factual teaching cases and case exercises spanning the full spectrum of
business and management disciplines. It also includes examples from a range
of small-medium and large companies.
TCJ offers authors the chance to work collaboratively with a team of expert
reviewers and the Editor-in-Chief to develop their case study into its best
possible form.
Includes not only teaching cases but also articles addressing the case method
of instruction and research.
Teaching notes are available for educators.
Available through annual subscription with perpetual access to content
published during the subscription period.

The Case Journal
With the rise of experiential learning, cases studies
remain a fundamental teaching tool in every subject
area within the business school discipline. Cases are a
critical component to any business school curriculum.

As a developmental organization the CASE
Association advocates case writing and case teaching
and prides itself in providing a forum for both novice
and seasoned case writers.

Benefits for librarians
A digital library with a single subscription for your institution,
Emerald eCase Collection will significantly enhance your
offering to students and faculty whilst giving central control of
budget
12 month subscription access to the full and growing
collection of over 1500 case studies
Unlimited access across subscribing institutions for students
and faculty
eCases are accessed alongside other content on Emerald
Insight, enhancing discoverability
New cases added throughout the year.

Benefits for Faculty
Prepare students for business by making resources for the case
method easier to access
Browse content by Case Origin, Subject, Publisher and Date
Simply select a case study of interest and send the link to your
students or add to your LMS/VLE
Online teaching notes are restricted to institutional teaching faculty
As well as teaching notes, supplementary
material and exercises are available for
many case studies.

